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 The work presented here describes an easy and inexpensive

method for HBV virus detection directly in DNA samples based on

the colour changes of a specific Au-nanoprobe solution.

 Colorimetric detection using Au-nanoprobes provides an unique and

specific platform for HBV detection which has primary concern in

health protections.
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Nano-science made a significant impact on

different scientific disciplines. Bio molecular

detection with DNA- and protein-

functionalized gold nanoparticles are

promising analytical assays[1]. Gold nano-

particles have several advantages over

conventional detection methods. Higher

sensitivity, selectivity for target sequences,

capacity for massive multiplexing, time

efficiency, and ability to be performed at the

point of care are it’s advantages[2,3].

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is one of

the major health problems worldwide[4].

Hence, it has a primary important to detect

and monitor HBV at an early stage of the

infection. In this Contribution, a novel

nanobio-transducer was designed to detect

HBV as a target biomolecules in a single

step (without washing or separation).

• HBV-Probe design and purification

• Synthesis of AuNPs and Au-nanoprobes

Scheme 1. Thiol-Modified oligonucleotides

probes were designed based on cross linking

between two different Au-nanoprobes such that

each was functionalized with a DNA-oligonucle

otide complementary to one half of the given

target. The probe carries a poly A spacer seque

nces begins with a thiol cap at the 5 terminal.

Scheme 2. Gold Nanoparticles were synthesized

with citrate reduction method; Then it was 

functionalized with DNA, through binding of     

Au-S.

Gold nanoprobe- target hybridization was

done and Uv- vis spectra were recorded

• Au-nanoprobe hybridization

• Characterization of synthesized AuNPs

• Characterization of Au-nanoprobes

• Au-nanoprobe hybridization

The UV-vis spectra, gold nanoprobe (solid line)

compared to bare gold nanoparticle (dotted line)

The hybridization of the two nano-probes with the HBV target results in

the formation of a polymeric network, which cause the gold nano-particles

close enough to a red to blue color change. aggregation of the

nanoparticles shifts the absorption peak toward longer wavelength and

changes the color of the colloidal solution to blue.

The characteristics of the Au NPs: (A) the UV-vis spectrum;

(B) size distribution of Au NPs by DLS and TEM
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